An ion-dipole model of electrolyte solutions in the bulk case and near a charged or uncharged hard wall is considered. A method to derive the terms of optimized cluster expansions for the distribution functions of ions and dipoles which provides a set of approximations beyond the mean spherical approximation is given. The third cluster coefficient approximation is investigated. The current theory of electrolyte solutions is based on ion-multipole models and has gained impressive profit by the application of the reference hypernetted chain (RHNC) integral equation [12] [13] [14] , The solvent molecules considered in this set of papers consist of hard spheres with embedded water-like dipole and quadrupole moments. Despite the simplicity of the model if compared with the one commonly used for the simulations the resulting structural and thermo dynamic properties are quite correct. Recently the RHNC treatment has been applied to solvents in the vicinity of a hard wall [15] [16] [17] . For completeness we mention that ionic solutions have also been treated within rigid site-site and flexible models [18, 19] tances. But still, simpler models remain attractive and the mean spherical approximation (MSA) integral equation, which possesses analytic solutions for the ion-dipole mixture retains its importance.
Introduction
Enlarged computer facilities have provided the pos sibility to simulate ion-aqueous systems with a high degree of sophistication and to obtain very detailed information about the properties of electrolyte solu tions [1 16] . Also water and aqueous electrolytes at interfaces have been MD simulated [7] [8] [9] [10] , These computer experiments have stimulated theoretical in vestigations. Actually simulation and theory supple ment each other, and comparisons of the results of the two methods have become possible [11] .
The current theory of electrolyte solutions is based on ion-multipole models and has gained impressive profit by the application of the reference hypernetted chain (RHNC) integral equation [12] [13] [14] , The solvent molecules considered in this set of papers consist of hard spheres with embedded water-like dipole and quadrupole moments. Despite the simplicity of the model if compared with the one commonly used for the simulations the resulting structural and thermo dynamic properties are quite correct. Recently the RHNC treatment has been applied to solvents in the vicinity of a hard wall [15] [16] [17] . For completeness we mention that ionic solutions have also been treated within rigid site-site and flexible models [18, 19] which are not restricted to the multipole expansion and are more appropriate for intermediate interparticle dis tances. But still, simpler models remain attractive and the mean spherical approximation (MSA) integral equation, which possesses analytic solutions for the ion-dipole mixture retains its importance.
The MSA is linear in the strength of the interac tions, and so its application is quite limited. One needs a nonlinear theory which incorporates many-particle correlations. This is important for instance for the description of the electric field dependent structure of electrolyte solutions near a surface. In this case the saturation effects at the increasing field have to be described by the theory.
In our opinion, a qualitatively correct treatment which satisfies all the demands remarked previously is given by the optimized cluster theory (OCT). We have found that optimized cluster expansions can describe quite satisfactorily the structural properties of molten ionic systems [20, 21] , of electrolyte solutions [22] and their properties near a charged or uncharged hard wall [23, 24] .
In this paper we study some of the exponential approximations for the distribution functions of elec trolyte solutions. The bulk model and the correspond ing one for contact with a charged hard wall will be considered. In the bulk model, the pair distribution functions provide detailed information on the radial and angular correlations between the ions and solvent molecules. The corresponding one-particle distribu tion functions for the ion-dipole mixture near a charged or uncharged wall yield then the density profiles, the charge and polarization density profiles, and informa-tion concerning the angular correlations of the solvent molecules in the interfacial layer.
The results presented here will be discussed in context of the more realistic simulations and RHNC theory. We analyze the optimized cluster expansions as a perturbation theory and show that allowance for the cluster coefficients in the OCT is of crucial impor tance to provide an adequate description of structural properties.
Ion-dipole Model of Electrolyte Solutions. Exponential Approximations for the Pair Distribution Functions within OCT
The simplest, nonprimitive model of electrolyte solu tions is the ion-dipole hard sphere mixture. Unlike the primitive models, the solution consists of two subsys tems: the solute consists of hard spheres carrying the charges q+ and q_ (q+ = \ -q_\ = q), and the solvent consists of hard spheres of density gs, possessing the dipole moments All the spheres have the same diameter (a+ = <r_ = as = a). The system is electroneutral in total, g+ = q-J2 = q_, where denotes the density of the ions. The state of the model is given by a set of dimensionless reduced parameters, namely the packing fraction r] = n(Qi + Qs)a i/6, the ion concentra tion C; = £?;/((?;+ 0S), and the reverse ion and dipole "temperatures" q* = q2/kTa, -fj.2/kTa3. Obviously, there are various possibilities to refine the model. One can allow for higher multipoles and different sizes of the particles or other interactions. We are presently engaged in these problems.
In order to derive the optimized cluster expansions (OCE) one can use an integral equation for the pair distribution functions (p.d.fs) which has been repre sented already for the bulk model and the one near a wall [23] [24] [25] 
The black circle in Eq. (2), i.e. the field vertex, de notes the sum over the species and integration over the coordinates, both translational and rotational (• -* X Qi j dr3 d ß 3). The hard-sphere reference fluid i has been applied in (1), so gi xy){\2) = g^( r l2), which depends only on the packing fraction as a parameter. Other notations in (1) and (2) are: Gxy( 12) is the renormalized or so called screened potential of interparticle interaction [26] , Hxy(12) = H^A)(12) = g™(r12) -l + Gxy (12) (3) is the pair correlation function within the mean spher ical approximation [27] , Ŝ
hxy ( We have to note that the bridge diagrams are con structed on the hxy(\2) lines and their contribution will depend on the choice of the approximate form of hxy ( 12) . The calculation of even the simplest bridge diagrams is a difficult task, therefore the theories de veloped up to date either neglect this term (HNC) or allow for it in a simplified manner [19] . We shall neglect the term AExy(\2) in the following derivation. Now, the construction of the OCE can be given from the initial equations (1), (2) , and (5) as follows. One can start from the EXP 2 approximation in (1)
which determines then the function Scxy( 12) according to (5) :
Then, substituting the functions (6) and (7) into (1) 
where the set of two diagrams in the exponent in (8) is called the third cluster coefficient. Let us discuss this approximation with a few words. It has to be noted that in the EXP2 the allowance for many-particle correlations, similarly to the MSA, is given through the renormalized interaction Gxy ( 12) which contains the effect of the medium. Contrarily to the MSA, given by (3), which is linear in the renormal ized potential, the EXP2 introduces a strong nonlinearity in the strength of interaction. It is known that the MSA leads to an unphysical behaviour of gi{(r) at increasing strength of the interaction. On the other hand, this theory satisfies the exact sum rules for the pair distribution functions [27] , which are the ana logues of the Stillinger-Lovett electroneutrality condi tions for pure ionic systems (see, for instance [28] ).
The set of exponential approximations produces the p.d.fs <7n(r) which are positively defined every where, contrary to the MSA. However, the truncated versions of the OCE do not satisfy exactly the afore mentioned sum rules. We have already investigated the truncated OCE for pure ionic systems. It was shown that the violation of local electroneutrality at increasing strength of interactions can be decreased only if one applies EXP4 and higher order approxi mations. We have not investigated yet this problem for the ion-dipole model, and therefore terms of the OCE higher than EXP 2 will be discussed only at compara tively weak interparticle interactions to illustrate the OCE as a perturbation theory.
The EXP3 form contains explicitly the correlations within the three-particle "cluster" besides the effect of the medium by means of Gxy ( 12) . It is clear that this form, similarly to the EXP 2, will be more or less appropriate depending on the thermodynamic state of the model.
If one allows for the term with two field vertices in (2), then the p.d.fs contain chain correlations with one and two field vertices. As previously, the diagrams are constructed on the hf™2)(12) and Hxy{ 12) lines. This form with (5cvv(12) determined by EXP2 can be ap plied as the input for the iterative procedure, which finally has to produce the RHNC result. The method presented here differs from usual HNC by the applica tion of non-point optimized renormalized potentials and by the separation of the reference fluid contribu tion. The convergence of the numerical iterative pro cedure has to be investigated separately, especially if one reminds that the MSA applied in it introduces inaccuracies in the treatment of size difference effects. We have to note that the iterative procedure is not the unique path to determine the p.d.fs. It can happen that the direct solution of (2) is necessary for some cases. Previously, the traditional method of classification of the OCE terms by the number of field vertices has been used in the studies of electrolyte solutions [26] .
In order to illustrate the application of optimized cluster series we shall start from general remarks. The p.d.fs of the hard-sphere reference fluid will be calcu lated within the Percus-Yevick approximation, which is qualitatively correct at liquid densities. Indepen dently of the path used to sum up the cluster series, the key functions for OCEs are the renormalized poten tials. They are calculated from the MSA analytic solu tion for the corresponding model [27] , One has to note that the angular dependence of renormalized poten tials within the MSA is similar to the one for the initial interactions. Two different representations of the an gular dependent functions are necessary either for the calculation of renormalized potentials or for the inte- gration over rotational degrees of freedom in the cal culation of the cluster series. One has to apply both the orientational expansion in the intermolecular frame /"(1 2 )= Z f xm y\ vx(rl2)$ ™ x(Q l t Q2) (9) mn.fivx ' and the orientation-invariant expansion in the labora tory frame f xy( 12)= Z Lm ynU r , 2)^: ' ( a l t a 2ta rj t (io) mnl H\ where culate the coefficients of the orientation-invariant ex pansion for the ion-dipole mixture ([i = v = 0) has been presented in [27] . Let us restrict ourselves in this study by the EXP 3 approximation. The p.d.fs are also expanded into the orientation-invariant serieŝ ( r , ß s) = ^000)(r) + fif[s101)(r)^101(0,ßs, ß r) + ... (13) g j r , fl" a t) = g T 0)(r) + gil10)(r) £ 110(ßs, ß t, flr)
and the ion-ion functions are given directly by (8) . A set of results for the ion-dipole mixture in the bulk is presented in Figures 1-7 . The ion-ion renormalized potentials are shown in the Figure 1 . At low strength of both ion-ion and dipole-dipole interactions the be haviour of Gij(r) is similar to the case of Debye screen ing. With increasing q* the correlation length de creases and then the curve changes its shape to oscillatory, which describes the arising ionic shortrange ordering in the system. With increasing fi* at low q* the polar solvent influences the ionic screening. (0). , a 9,s (rl Fig. 7 . Angle averaged ion-dipole p.d.fs (a) and <cos 9(r)) (b) for C j = 0.222, q* = 12, ß* = 2; EXP 2 (full line), EXP 3 (dashed line).
The Debye-like picture is modified by the solvation effects in this case. The ion-ion distribution functions are presented in the following figures. Everywhere the packing fraction corresponds to the dense fluid > 7 = 0.31415. At low values of qf and n* (c; = 0.0625) both exponential approximations give similar results for g++(r) and g+_(r) (g+ + {r) = g__{r) due to the sym metry of the model considered). In this case the contri bution of the third cluster coefficient is really the per turbation of the qualitatively correct picture given by the EXP2 (Figure 2 ). With increasing dipole strength the contact value g+ + (a + ) becomes larger than unity, however, g++(a + ) g+_(a + ). With increasing ion strength parameter the difference between the EXP 2 and EXP 3 results increases for the function g+ + (r), while g+-(r) is quite similar within both approxima tions (Figure 3) . We have to conclude than that in order to provide the qualitatively correct picture of both ion-ion p.d.fs it is necessary to apply either differ ent levels of truncation of the OCE for g+-(r) and g++{r) or to apply an iterative procedure with an in finite number of steps in order to achieve the RHNC results. The dependence of g+_(r) and g++(r) on the ion concentration is presented in the Figure 4 . The shape of the curves changes smoothly, reflecting the transi tion from the Debye-like picture modulated by the solvation effects to the ionic ordering at very high ion concentrations. Actually, the predictions for gu(r) de pendent on Cj coincide with the ones obtained by more elaborated RHNC theory at larger q* [15] . In fact, the ion-ion p.d.fs have to be discussed simultaneously with the ion-molecule distribution function, namely the ion-dipole function for the model considered. In case of the ion-dipole mixture the ion-dipole p.d.f. can be expanded as follows [22] : gsi(r, 9) = g™(r) exp {^3 G * » cos ,9
+ X ]/2k + l G<?)t0(r) 0>k(cos 3)} = I W W W cos 3),
where > 9 is the angle between the dipole moment direc tion and the ion-dipole axis, and (cos $) denotes the Legendre polynomials. Then, the contribution inde pendent of the orientations is
It describes the effects of density ordering of dipoles with respect to the chosen ion and consists of the pure hard-sphere contribution and the one from electro static interactions by means of the renormalized poten tial and the cluster terms.
Besides that, gsi(r, 3) provides the possibility to ana lyze the angular distribution of dipole moment depen dent on the distance between ion and dipole <cos 3) = j cos 3 gsi(r, 3) sin 3 d3/f g j r , 3) sin 3 d3
which has already been studied for the ion-dipolequadrupole model by means of RHNC [13, 14] . In order to investigate the angular correlations in the first hydration shell it is helpful to consider the func tion gsi(cos 3) = j gsi(r, 3) dr, o
where r* is chosen as a distance providing the hydra tion number of ions [3] , which corresponds usually to the first minimum of the ion-dipole p.d.f. One can construct also the mean square fluctuation <cos2-9(r)> -<cos ,9(r)>2
which reflects qualitatively the reorientation of di polar molecules dependent on the distance. The angle averaged ion-dipole distribution function is presented in Figure 5 . As previously, the difference between the EXP 2 and EXP 3 results increases with increasing values of the parameters q* and /if. While the EXP 2 produces a function very similar to the hard-sphere d.f., the EXP 3 provides a higher second peak and more pronounced oscillations. The analysis of RHNC results [15] support us in claiming the EXP2 data to be qualitatively more correct, and therefore one has to be careful at the truncation of the OCE at any chosen step. The oscillations of the ex pansion coefficients g^ir), gilHr) result in the oscilla tory behaviour of <cos <9(r)> (Fig. 6 ) which has been discussed in [12] . However the oscillations of <cos 3(r)} are much weaker within the EXP 2 than the EXP 3 due to the low values of q* and /if and much weaker solvation effects already mentioned for the model of equal sizes [15] than for a more realistic model [12] with nonequal sizes of cations, anions and molecules. Now, from the set data presented here one can make the following conclusions. The first point neces sary to note is that we cannot estimate the quality of the results because simulations with different sets of parameters for the ion-dipole mixture are yet unavail able, except [11, 29] . We can state, however, that EXP2 in general provides a qualitatively correct and physically transparent picture of the structural prop erties (see also [22] ). At high strengths of ion-ion and dipole-dipole interactions the EXP 2 data become poorer. Here, we have attempted to include the first cluster term besides the effects of screening. It appears then that at high values of q* and /if the difference between both sets of data is considerable, contrary to low values of q*, /if. In this case the contribution of the third cluster coefficient is a perturbation to the renormalized potential. However, one can claim that either EXP 2 or EXP 3 provides a shape of the ion-ion and ion-dipole p.d.fs which has much in common with the one obtained by means of the much more elabo rated RHNC theory. We can state now that EXP 3 truncation of the OCE is insufficient if one wants to use the theory at normal temperatures and water-like dipole moments. We hope that the inclusion of the correlations within higher order clusters, i.e. EXP 4 or Itl [20, 24] , will provide a qualitatively correct picture of ionic solvation. What makes us sure at this point is the similarity of the method applied here to the one with point particles' screening and the analysis of the result of the latter [30] . Actually, the quality of results obtained by the OCE method, if the cluster series would be calculated by means of the iterative proce dure will depend on the choice of the initial form for Qijir) and gis(r, 3). Even from the EXP3 calculations one can see that the EXP 2 form is insufficient to be used as initial one for g+_(r) at high q* and /if. There fore, the linearized version
can be used as an alternative for the iterative treat ment. Besides that, it would be very important while going further to the more realistic models, to allow for the softness of realistic repulsion in the reference fluid description and for the construction of soft-core screened potentials in order to reproduce correctly the heights of at least the first peaks of p.d.fs. The dipoledipole p.d.f. and higher order terms for the g;j(r) and gis{r, 3) will be investigated in forthcoming papers.
Ion-dipole Model of Electrolyte Solution in Contact with an Uncharged or Charged Hard Wall
The methods which have been applied for elec trolyte solutions in the bulk and which were enumer ated in the introduction provide a basis which one can use to develop a theory of electric double layer mod els. This generalization becomes possible by applying the Henderson-Abraham-Barker [31] and Percus [32] procedure for a bulk many-sort model in the limits of infinite dilution for the "wall" particles and infinite increase of their size. In this case, as in most of other theoretical studies, the structure of the electrode is disregarded. However, the geometrical restrictions due to the presence of the either uncharged or charged hard wall are allowed for. It must be noted that, as for the bulk case, all the existing approximate theories become poorer with increasing intensity of interparticle and particle-wall interactions.
If the aforementioned procedure is applied for the ion-dipole mixture then the ion-wall distribution func tion giw(z) and position-orientation dependent dipole profile gsw(z, 9) become available. These functions provide a large set of properties including the charge and polarization density profiles, the orientational distribution of dipoles in the interface region, the po tential profile and the potential drop. Also the differ ential capacity and adsorption isotherms can be calcu lated.
The ion-dipole mixture in contact with a charged or uncharged hard wall can be characterized by the same set of parameters as the bulk, and in addition by the reduced dimensionless field strength E* = (a3/kT)12 4nz, where x denotes the homogeneous charge density on the wall.
We shall not repeat the derivation of the OCE for the model near the wall as it has been presented al ready in [23, 24] . The particle wall distribution func tions are given in the form gxJ z , ,9) = g™(z) exp [Gxw(z, 9) + öhxw{z, 9) _ -ö c xJz ,9 ) + AExJz,9)] (20) where the following notations have been introduced: z is the distance of the particle x from the wall, 9 is the dipole moment angle with respect to the surface nor mal, g( xi(z) corresponds to the reference fluid of hard spheres near a hard wall. The set of renormalized potentials is obtained from the one-particle distribu tion functions of the MSA analytical solution [33] by the subtraction of the reference fluid contribution. Similarly to the treatment of bulk ion-dipole model we have introduced in (20) the deviations of the corre lation functions from the MSA solution hxJ z , 9)=gxw(z, 9 )-1 =H<M w SA'(z, 9) + öhxJz , 9), (23) cxJ z , 3) -C^SA)(z, 9 )-ö c xw(z, 5),
where cxw(z, 5) is the particle-wall direct correlation function, and the MSA solution provides the follow ing form for the correlation functions:
and there <Pxw(z, 9) are the electrostatic particle-wall interactions $.w(z) = -eEz, z > a / 2; <£sw(z, ,9)= -n^E cos 3, 2X7/2,
The superscript (B) in (20)- (22) denotes that these functions correspond to the bulk electrolyte model. In order to analyse the cluster terms in (20) one can start from the EXP 2 approximation for the particlewall distribution functions
which gives Öcxw{z, 3) in the form
The EXP 3 approximation is determined then as follows:
• exp +/*< v V w xp2) -^A n r }
We have to specify now the bulk correlation functions. If one chooses the EXP 2 form of <5^, then the parti cle-wall distribution function is 2<ew XP3>(Z, 3)=0<ew XP2)(Z, a)
• exp [ h f r ' A^ -H(™A )A^A)} ' which we shall call define as EXP 3 (E2, E2) approxi mation to emphasize that the EXP 2 choice has been applied for the bulk functions and particle-wall ones in the Gx3(z, 5). Equation (31) has been applied in the calculation which follows. It is necessary to note, however, that one can use a more sophisticated choice for the bulk electrolyte, which then will influence the results for the particlewall distribution functions. In fact, the EXP 3 choice for the bulk fluid will lead to the EXP 3 (E3/E2) form of 9xjz ,s y .
gxJ z , 3) = g^P2\z, 3) e x p l^A^2' -C A^-g s A C
Finally we should like to mention that the RHNC results or even the simulation data can be used as an input for the iterative procedure for the particle-wall distribution functions. The inclusion of the diagrams with two field vertices in (20) can be fulfilled in a similar manner. The dipole-wall distribution function is expanded according to (15) by the Legendre polynomials. Then the expansion coefficients determine the dipole den sity profile QsJ z ) = r1( \ -c i)g^(z ), the polarization density profile p*(z) = t i ( i -Cl)n: §™(z) (33) (34) and the normalized angular distribution of dipoles [16] gsJz ,S ) = gsJz,3)/2gl°J(z).
The ion-wall distribution functions provide the density profile of ions and the charge density profile, which both have been already analysed by us in [23, 34] , It is important to note that, unlike the MSA, any of the exponential approximations contains a non-linear dependence on the electric field on the wall E*. On restriction to EXP 2 one has [23] 
where the argument of the Langevin function i?(x) = co th x -1/x is determined by the dipole-wall renor malized potential Gsw(z, $) = Gsw(z) cos 5. It is clear that (36) reflects the saturation effect on the electric field E*. Actually, the dependence expressed by the Langevin function similarly to (36) can be obtained within higher order approximations and particularly EXP 3. To get it, one has to allow for the terms pro portional to (cos 9) and ^(c o s (see (16) ) and neglect the harmonics of higher order for each cluster coefficient. This leads simply to the renormalization of the Langevin function argument and provides a much more complicated dependence on the field strength. However, on inclusion of terms proportional to the polynomials ^,(cos .9) with n> 1 the function p.s(z) cannot be expressed in the simple form given by (36) .
Let us discuss now the set of results for the particlewall distribution functions within EXP 3. The dipole density profile in the case of an uncharged wall is shown in Figure 8 . Like stated in [15] , in the RHNC framework the profile is similar to the hard sphere fluid with the exception of the region near the wall. Contrarily to EXP 2, where gsw(z) = g^(z), EXP 3 pro vides lowering of the ^'( z ) contact value g^ (z = a/2) < g^{a/2). The dipole normalized angular distribu- tion at several distances from the wall is shown in the Figure 9 . The conclusions which one can get from the EXP 3 data coincide with the RHNC picture [15] . The dipoles prefer to align parallel to the wall near contact and the orientational ordering diminishes at larger distances. In the region of the second peak in the density the dipoles prefer to orientate in the normal direction. The cos 3 distribution is symmetrical at E* =0. In the presence of an electric field the dipoles tend to orientate along the field direction. This effect is much more pronounced in the contact plane then at larger distances where the field is essentially screened by the ions present. With increasing field (Fig. 10) , in spite of the presence of ions the solvent becomes polarized even at larger distances from the wall. The angular distribution of dipoles in this case is very similar to the one for the pure dipole fluid near a charged wall [17] . In fact this distribution is in gen eral also very similar to the one obtained by means of MD simulation for the BJH model of water near a Pt wall [35] . It is possible for us to present the cos 3 distribution for the solvent layers as in [9, 35] . This will actually provide smoother curves but will not change their shape.
We have presented the polarization density profiles and the corresponding cos 9 distribution for the iondipole mixture at high temperatures and compara tively weak fields (Figures 11, 12 ) at different ionic concentrations. One has to conclude that qualitative changes in the local structure occur with increasing concentration of the ions. At lower concentration both exponentials lead to the MSA-like polarization profile [36] while at high c{ the P(z) curve is oscillatory around the abscissa. A similar result has been ob tained and discussed in [37] within the RHNC theory and by means of simulation in [9] .
In order to illustrate the crucial importance to al low for the cluster coefficients efficiently at the appli cation of the OCE we present the screening potential of the dipole-wall interaction and the expansion coef ficients of the third cluster term 3) in the Fig  ure 13 . With increasing order n of the expansion coefficient, G^,)n(z) decreases. However G^'°(z) in fluences strongly the density effects and the influence of G^)10(z) can be more essential than the one due to the screening effect. It is evident how careful one has to be with the truncation of the OCE and with the interpretation of the results. Anyway, one can con clude in general that the EXP 3 form is appropriate for the qualitative description of the solvents local struc- We should like to discuss now one more point which is helpful and necessary in order to provide the comparison of theoretical and simulation results. Usually, while simulating aqueous systems in a con tact with a crystal surface one utilizes the coverage parameter 3S (see, for instance [10] ). It can be treated as an input parameter for a given simulation and is determined as the number ratio of absorbed water molecules on the crystal sites and the total number of sites per unit area. We should like to show that it is possible to define and deal with the coverage parame ter in the theory. The method then looks in a simpli fied form as follows.
If the short-range interaction between the dipole particle i and the site a in the crystal plane is assumed to be of Lennard-Jones type, Uws(i, a) = 4e [{ o J riaL )l2-{ c J r u )% (37) then the dipole particle i can be considered in an external potential formed by the crystal sites U M = z Uws(u oc), (38) where the sum is taken over the sites on the surface plane. The singlet theories [38, 39] developed to date deal usually with potentials which depend only on z. Therefore the potential (38) can be replaced by an effective one-dimensional interaction [40] for instance of the type 
